Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are good to think and bad to eat, and to some extent it is this combination that has made POPs research an innovative and productive field for over two centuries: From the laboratory benches of Germany in the 1800s to the femtogram resolution available today and the Global Monitoring Plan (GMP) under the Stockholm Convention on POPs.
I would like to use the kind invitation by the editors to this special issue of Atmospheric Pollution Research (APR) to argue that work on POPs is not only useful for public health and interesting in scientific terms, it is also a creative integration of knowledge producing streams. POPs force upon us an integration of scientific disciplines, social sectors and geographical regions that is epistemologically and heuristically productive. The integration inherent to POPs research helps us invent things and understand things.
Similar to air pollution models, historical or ecological models of POPs can be cast in Lagrangian or Eulerian frames; in each case one chooses a set of invariants and a group of transformations. In Lagrangian models, puffs of a substance diffuse along a path; in the Eulerian model, a substance moves across interfaces among defined compartments or "boxes". Clouds of POPs can be thought of as perturbations in the energy-matter field that move through clouds of people. Both clouds and people are transient perturbations of different space-time dimensions. Clouds of people move through clouds of molecules, in days, years and generations, and clouds of molecules move through people.
Classical historiography has been more Eulerian than Lagrangian, but several recent studies indicate a growing interest in models based on flows rather than the boxes. In other words, models of diffusion that look at flows such as food, trade or science are gaining attention, while box-centered individualistic, knightly narratives are increasingly seen as limited and can be improved (Mikhail, 2011; Bray, 2012) .
If one looks at the recent history of POPs, (for example, that for the drins, DDT, PCBs and PBDEs), a number of time frames can be identified that provide an illuminating example. From the synthesis of a small sample in the laboratory to large scale production takes 2-5 years. From the large scale production phase to the early warning signs that the substance might be a problem, takes 5 to 10 years. And from the point where there is clear evidence of a problem to the point where the perception and awareness of the problem have an impact on the market takes an additional 10 to 20 years. From the point where there is a solid argument for regulation to the point where regulation is agreed upon and implemented then takes in the range of 20 to 30 years. Interestingly in some cases (e.g. DDT, PCBs), once the regulations are in place, positive effects show up globally in relatively short timeframes of 5 to 10 years.
The Lagrangian approach allows us to see that the time lag and the size of the pollution cloud are related. A very long time lag results in a very large mass of pollutant being dispersed in a large cloud before regulatory action is undertaken.
The time lags are the result of the interaction of disparate processes at many scales propagating at different speeds. Scientists try to devise measurements and models that make understanding and prediction of such processes possible. This is based on identifying invariants and groups of transformations and formalizing these into models. Ecologists and historians face common problems in the search for evidence and the construction of process models. The environmental and political history and historiography of POPs over the last century is a rich example of how central philosophical, technical and scientific questions and processes interact in building shared knowledge and large scale action.
The size of the cloud of a chemical that evolves prior to action being taken can be reduced by making better use of experimental and monitoring data and models. Scientists are faced with the challenge of building the trust of the public and policymakers in reliable methods to assess environmental and health impacts. Policymakers and the public, including scientists off duty, are faced with the challenge to survive in uncertain and turbulent environments and make decisions shaped by some predictable and many unpredictable factors. It is not irrelevant to note that the social construction of knowledge about the environment and history is not only shaped by fair play and careful investigation, but also by active (and lucrative) production of delusion (and confusion).
An important component of a research strategy is to establish robust and transparent procedures for the public to check the validity of statements and data. This brings up the question of the sources of authority and the modes by which authority is constructed. Elias (1969) in his detailed study of the elastic positions, trajectories and procedures in the French court in the late 1670s notes that: "the concepts "individual" and "society" are often used as if they referred to two different substances at rest. These terms can easily give the impression that they denote not only different objects but objects existing in absolute isolation from one another. But in reality it is to processes that these terms refer, processes that can be distinguished but not separated".
Individuals share and produce figurations, (such as buildings, agreements and scientific models), figurations formed by people change much more slowly than individual people. The production and reproduction of figurations, long term artifacts, persistent structures is both part of the individual process and the social process. Large scale figurations are embodied in material structures and procedures, multimedia constructions such as road networks, irrigation systems or environmental monitoring programs. The deployment of such figurations enables individuals to perceive and interact with processes and structures that occur at space and time dimensions that are not accessible to the individual. Crawford (2008) describes in detail how a group of people over many generations in a village in the High Atlas of Morocco modulates efforts and resources between households, seasons and positions in space and time using diverse figurations, abstract constructions largely centered on understanding and managing large scale flows in an effort to avoid catastrophic perturbations. Without going too much into detail here, it is important to think that much of the mythology and narrative about how we agree on what is true and how we deal with mistakes and lies is a permanently changing field of creative and critical thought (Chemla, 2012) .
The challenge today is to imagine long-term, stable, global, democratic, fair, robust, and transparent processes able to manage the large scale flows of energy, knowledge, money and chemicals such that we avoid predictable catastrophic outcomes. Long-term stable monitoring and assessment is central to achieve this and requires forms of democratic authority evolving continuously through creative and critical thinking, which can be agreed on globally that enable the public and policy makers to assess the validity of data and inferences behind decisions.
International cooperation in stable, long-term monitoring and assessment efforts, as have been developed around POPs, goes many steps in the direction of establishing robust processes to agree on facts concerning public health and the environment on a global scale, and helps to devise strategies to deal with them and check for their effectiveness.
This issue of APR presents work by several groups that have been active for decades in this field and will surely provide a solid base to look into the future equipped to improve our food and our ideas.
